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 Hyperspectral Remote Sensing Image Interpretation Based on Spatial 
Information Analysis of Homogeneous-Regions 
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Abstract. This paper presents a hyperspectral remote sensing image analysis frame based on 
homogeneous-regions. In this frame, a multi-scale segmentation method based on Spectral Code Mapping 
(SCM) was proposed, and spatial relationship was discussed for improved classification. 
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1. Introduction  
For hyperspectral remote sensing image interpretation, recent analysis methods are commonly based on 
pixels, which confirm land surface types through every pixel’s spectral feature. In this way, many methods 
appeared which were represented by spectral-match and multi-dimension spectral feature classification. 
Many worthy research results were accumulated and pushed forward the development of hyperspectral 
remote sensing applied technology. 

From the angle of people’s investigation to the world, the targets’ feature is multi-attributive and the 
targets’ implication is often subjective. In this condition, the way based on pixel is hardly afford the 
satisfaction in target recognition, and homogeneous-regions give a more abundant expression for the targets. 
As shown in multispectral or high resolution image interpretation, the image comprehension based on 
homogeneous-regions is advantageous.  

The spatial information is lack of analyzing in condition of per-pixel interpretation. For different purpose, 
the emphasis of spatial information is noticeable different Spatial Information analyzing based on 
homogeneous-regions in more suitable for thematic-information’s accessing in different domain.  

In this paper, image comprehension based on homogeneous-region was discussed for hyperspectral 
feature, and a new interpretation frame was presented. In the new frame, hyperspectral image interpretation 
involved three stages. 

The first stage is creating the homogeneous-region set. The main approach is hyperspectral image 
segmentation. This stage can be seemed as a data-level processing. Based on image enhancement and 
information resumption, every pixel’s spectral feature can be denoted as a spectral code, and then a Spectral 
Code Mapping (SCM) will be generated. Homogeneous-regions set will be created referring to the SCM and 
Markov Random Field (MRF). In this stage, the segmentation is totally unsupervised, and without using any 
prior  

Knowledge. The second stage can be called as material-level interpretation. In this stage, the 
homogeneous-regions attribute will be analysis from an physical-angle.The third stage is human object-level 
interpretation. During this stage, object classification results will be preceded based on material-level’s 
interpretation results. Among these, spatial information analyzing plays an important role. 
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2. Create homogeneous-regions 

2.1. Spectral Code Mapping 
It’s clearly that for remote sensing image segmentation, the spatial information should be attained by pixels’ 
neighborhood. But for hyperspectral image, the number of band is huge, which brought lots of complexity of 
spectral feature space into pixel’ spatial information anglicizing. In this condition, we took a measure of 
Spectral Code Mapping to simplify the problem. 

Spectral Code Mapping can be considered as a reflection between the spectral feature space and image. 
Firstly, the hyperspectral data should be clustered in spectral field, and the clusters will be marked with 

different notes. For example, if the count of clusters is M, number 1, 2... M can be set as notes. The concrete 
algorithms can be choosing broadly, K-Means algorithm is the simple one of them. Following, the clusters’ 
notes can be reflected into image and we will get a map contained all kinds of note. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Flow process diagram of Crate Spectral code map 

Secondly, the note-map should be processed preparing for continue analysis. The note 1, 2... M is just an 
mark and without any implication of spectral feature’s similarity. In other word, the cluster marked with note 
1 is not definitely has a similar spectral feature with the cluster marked with 2. The note number’s values 
can’t reflect any information except spectral type. To resolve this problem, the note-map should be reordered 
as Fig.1.  

To complicate the notes’ reordering a reference image was needed, and the first component image of 
PCA can be used. For example, every pixel marked with note 1 in note-map will be calculated out an average 
value named as 1R based on their value in reference image. From 1 to M, every note will get a statistic 
as 2, ,...,1 MR R R . The reordering course was carried out according to the statistics. Sort descending and sort 
ascending are both the alternative. After reordering, a new note named Spectral Code Map was generated, 
and Spectral Code Map has the same count of code with note-map. Following segmentation considering 
spatial information was based on it. 

2.2. Non-parameter Gibbs Model 
MRF shows a well capability in expressing the spatial distribution character of gray pixel. In 1984, S.Geman 
and D.Geman pointed out the equivalent relationship between the Gibbs distribution and MRF, which 
pushed forward the applicative research work of this model. In the domain of image segmentation, Derin H 
and Elliott H did early research base on Gibbs model, and subsequently bivalency and gray image research 
based on Gibbs model were widely developed.  

The Gibbs parameters’ estimate is deeply discussed presently, and it’s the most elaborate link during 
utilizing MRF. We take a new type of model named Non-Parameter Gibbs Model (NPGM) in segmentation. 

In segmentation base on MRF, there are mainly two parts in the whole procedure that are “Estimating 
parameters based on data — Segmentation rely parameters”. Studying current research reference documents, 
we can see parameters’ estimation is based on the statistic of texture neighbor cliques, and the role of 
parameters is to affect the result value of potential function. Therefore, if the direct relationship between the 
statistic of pixel neighbor cliques and potential function were built, the complex step-- Gibbs parameters’ 
estimation can be deleted.  
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   The Gibbs distributive function is following: 
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Studying formula (1) and (2), we know the essential role of potential function ( )cV x is to quantify the 
central point’s dependence on neighbor cliques, and classic model expressing the dependence by Gibbs 
parameters. If central point’ status coincide with neighbor cliques’ status well, potential ( )cV x will be low, 
which lead to smaller energy function ( )U x and result in larger Gibbs probability. Otherwise, 
higher ( )cV x lead to higher ( )U x and smaller Gibbs probability. 

Based on above analysis, we prefer a new type of potential function definition as follow. 
( ) ( ( ))c cV f P=x x                                                                     (3) 

Meaning of ( )cP x and ()f :For one realization of image random field X= x , the central point’s neighbor 
clique c has a realization ( )cR x .Corresponding with ∈x Ω , all the possible realization of clique c is noted as 

cR Ω  ( ( )c cR R Ω∈x ). In a certain texture data, the probability of clique c realized as a form of ( )cR x is noted 
as ( )cP x . ()f is a reflection function conforming following conditions: 

1. Define area is (0, 1), and range of values is ( , )−∞ +∞ ; 
2. Continuously monotone descending in interval (0, 1). 
In these conditions, if ( )cP x is larger, then potential ( )cV x will be lower, and energy ( )U x will be lower 

too, and Gibbs probability in formula (2) will be larger. This new type of potential function expresses the 
essence of Gibbs distribution. In practice, ()f can be taken to a proper form and in this paper,  

( ( )) ctg( ( ) )c cf P P π= ⋅x x                                                                (4) 
While the potential function’s calculation was finished, energy ( )U x  and Gibbs probability can be 

calculated referring to formula (1) ~ (4).  
NPGM takes the cliques’ frequency as indicators while characterizing texture. This method completely 

avoids Gibbs parameters in traditional models, and then NPGM is very suitable for image segmentation 
based on Maximum Posterior probability (MAP).Algorithm’s detail is discussed in other paper.  

The more advantage is our method divided the whole process into two steps: analysis based on spectral 
space and spatial information analysis based on image’s 2-dimension space. The segmentation is belonging 
to the latter.  

3. Homogeneous-regions’ interpretation 
The segmentation based on SCM and NPGM analysis spatial information based on pixel, and after above 
processing, homogeneous-regions were attained. The following stages are material-level interpretation and 
object-level interpretation. The relationship of different stages is showed as Fig.2. 

3.1. Material-level interpretation 
In this stage, spectral-match, mixed pixel analysis will be preceded with a new manner based on 
homogeneous-regions. The nature characteristic of homogeneous-regions will be analyzed, and 
homogeneous-regions’ classification from physical-angle will be attained. The classification can be 
supervised or unsupervised. 

While carrying spectral-match, each homogeneous-region has just one series of spectral feature which 
can be one or several spectral curves, and the match results will be synthesized as one material-level 
interpreting result.  

While decomposing the mixed spectral, for different homogeneous-region we will take different measure 
in endmember extracting. Unmixed results contribute spectral feature while getting material-level classify 
results. 
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During pattern recognizing course, each homogeneous-region was regarded as one pattern. That’s to say, 
each homogeneous-region has just one class type.  

This stage emphasized nature hyperspectral feature analysis, and the classification result is a physical-
meaning result, which will not implicit the human’s subjective conception of objects. For example, following 
class-type will not be defined, such as fishpond, road, bridge, farmland or river etc., and the physical-level’s 
class-type will be defined from angle of material, such as soil, cement, water type, or vegetation type etc.  
  

 

Fig. 2: Flow process diagram of three stage’s interpretation  

3.2. Object-level Spatial Information analysis 
The third stage is human object-level interpretation. In this stage, material-level classify result is regarded as 
an original input attributes, and the spatial information will be analyzed for homogeneous-regions object-
level interpretation results. In this stage, the class types are different from material-level’s class type, and 
human’s subjective conception of objects is implicit. For different purpose, object-level interpretation will 
create different kinds of products. 

For simple object, homogeneous-regions’ material-attributes can be matched within object pattern library, 
thus object-level class type will be attained, and for complex object, deeper analysis is needed.  

There are a key content in the third stage—characterizing homogeneous-regions’ space-relationship. In 
our frame, the spatial information is utilized by way of Homogeneous-region’ Multi-Scale Neighbor Statistic 
(HMSNS). Fig.3 show the example of homogeneous-regions’ multi-scale neighborhoods. 

HMSNS is presented as a look-up table, which contained every object-level class type’s spatial neighbor 
statistic information. If there K classes of object-level ground targets, the look-up table consist of K line. In 
the kth line, the sample’s neighbor material-level statistic of kth class was recorded by the order of 
scale.Tab.1 shown the kth line’s data. 
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Fig. 3: Example of homogeneous-regions’ multi-scale neighbourhoods 

Tab.1 the kth line’s data of HMSNS 

 

In the third stage, neural network can be used for object-level classifying and every homogeneous-
region’ HMSNS value is serve as BP network’s inputting value. The count of input level’s node of BP is the 
width of HMSNS’s data, and the output level’s node of BP is the count of HMSNS’s line. Thus the spatial 
information was used in object’s interpretation based on HMSNS and BP neural network. 

4. Summary 
In this paper, a new hyperspectral interpretation frame was presented, and three stages of the frame were 
introduced. The first stage aimed at homogeneous-regions’ creating, spatial information was analysis based 
on pixels, and the method of SCM and NPGM was discussed.  The second stage is material-level 
interpretation based on homogeneous-region, and no spatial information was analyzed. The third stage is 
object-level interpretation, and spatial information was utilized through HMSNS and BP neural network. It’s 
regrettable that the experiments were not finished completely limited by the deadline of symposium, and the 
frame was brought for discussion.  
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